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Belief demands diligence in the believer. In the world of spirit, by definition, objective science plays
no role in modifying accepted belief unless religion steps into the space of spirit and makes objective
claims, like “the earth is flat, 6000 years old and the sun revolves around it”. Amazingly ardent
believers of all these religious claims exist showing some disdain for science must exist, especially
among millennials!
The reason why people don’t question vaccines comes down to the “belief” in vaccines, or worse yet,
their “belief” in “science/the science of vaccines”. I will begin by referencing Dissolving Illusions
(2013) by nephrologist Suzanne Humphries MD, and Vaccine Safety Manual (2015) by Neil Z Miller,
and finally The HPV Vaccine on Trial (2018) by Mary Holland JD. Question authority, always. Read
and evaluate for yourself. But refusing to research just makes you part of yet another dangerous belief
system making belief assertions in the world of validatable claims.
So, should you believe in vaccines? NO! Science demands more of you, and we are in the world of
tangible claim, not belief. Why do I reference books and not PubMed this time? Because the
suppression of research, the complete lack of double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomized clinical
trials, in the face of a multi-billion-dollar industry intent on profits over people makes the universities
of this world complicit in the cover-up.
Reclaiming the narrative: I am trying to help create people who are educated, vaccine literate. So, if
you push for vaccine safety trials, trials of vaxxed vs unvaxxed kids, people call you an “’anti-vaxxer”,
like you’re an idiot. Meaning if you want actual science you’re being “non-scientific”. The Reality is
that you are Vaccine Educated (VE)! Claim VE whenever you question vaccines, assuming you’re
doing the work!
Whereas “pro-vaxxers” fall into two categories, the vaccine ignorant (VI) who blindly accept
recommendations from the vaccine malevolent (VM), those who profit in Big Pharma and the
dupable pawns called doctors who should know better, and violently inflict damage on an
unsuspecting public.
The unfortunate truth for your doctors is once you understand everything there is to know about
vaccines, when you understand the true malevolence behind the industry, you start to sound like an
“anti-vaxxer”! Take control of your health and the next generation of children’s health: become the
voice of reason, the Vaccine Educated!
The above means the ACIP/CDC/IOM boards are completely overrun with people within the industry
they are meant to regulate! Which means that they recognize NO vaccine safety trials have ever been

done, and they will use all their powers to keep them from being done, and, get this, they say it’s
because they want to protect you!
Let me tell you how deep it goes. Reviewing in PubMed, VAERS data in the 2015 J Clin Inf Diseases
(yes Pub Med) I will cut and paste the end of the Abstract (italics added) for you:

“For child death reports, 79.4% received >1 vaccine on the same day. Inactivated influenza
vaccine given alone was most commonly associated with death reports in adults (51.4%).
CONCLUSIONS:

No concerning pattern was noted among death reports submitted to VAERS during 1997-2013.
The main causes of death were consistent with the most common causes of death in the US
population.”
If you don’t find it chilling that nearly 80% of the child deaths reported had a vaccine within 24
hours and “no concerning pattern” could be found, then you must not care about anything! The
reason no pattern was obtained is because all of the vaccines can kill your child, not just MMR
(given later in life anyway). These researchers all carry the bias that vaccines can’t kill children
(looking at you Pan), thusly turning a blind eye, and the status quo is maintained, and a multibillion dollar industry commands the politicians to mandate a new “Merchant of Death” that
probably exceeds anything the gun, tobacco, alcohol industry could ever dream of!
But We have the premier heath care system in the world, and vaccines are the crown jewel of said
system you say! Let’s give you the commonly available data, this time coming from “Human and
Experimental Toxicology” 2011:

We are tied at 56th in the world (of 221 countries) in infant mortality, with nearly double the problem
in our African American communities. We are not exceptional in any way, except for the dramatically
higher cost of our health care. What the above numbers show is that in Westernized countries that
infant mortality directly correlates with vaccine rates. In Afghanistan and Somalia, we are looking at
countries with infant mortality at 14-19 fold what we have in America! Vaccine programs will have
different risk to benefit ratios there, but what they need there goes far deeper than vaccines.
Finally, I want to emphasize the fear that “Vaccine Ignorant” (VI) people live in. A VI person is
someone who blindly follows the current ACIP recommendations with no thought or understanding
of what a vaccine is. The VMs are creating a vaccine schedule that amounts to Reckless Child
Endangerment! The VM doctors then mindlessly foist these recommendations on unwitting families
(VI), at untold harm.
Infectious diseases are scary sometimes. I hate it when Leonardo (20 months old now!) gets a cold, or
falls and hits his head, but life’s lessons can be tough. Each and every infectious disease is a pocket of
energy and information for your neuro-endocrine-immune system! Every febrile (feverish) illness
trains and educates you; without them we wither. Infectious diseases are almost all things a healthy
immune system can fight off and be stronger for it and provide you and your “herd” the lifelong
immunity that vaccines never provide! Respecting infectious diseases without fearing them allows
your neocortex to activate, actually think, and you will proceed down a much different path than the
fear-based person living at the level of their reptilian brains and so easy to manipulate.
Leo has been on Vitamin D and probiotics since birth. Herbal immune tonics and a chewable multi
followed. Miranda breast-fed for 14 months. He has never seen a pediatrician, never had one vaccine,
never had a severe illness, no ear infections, etc. Yes, this is my anecdotal experience. I have seen
more horrors from infectious diseases than all of you, yet I respect them and don’t fear them.
Fear sells vaccines because the reality of other preventive and treatment measures that Western
doctors shun make adult and childhood infectious diseases manageable. So, we lie about things like
measles saying 1:1000 Americans will die from it when we know that the 1962 American death rate
was dropping and 1:100,000. We sell 1;1000 because it’s scarier. What we don’t sell to you,
documented in our own literature is that 10% of kids who get an MMR have a complication severe
enough to end up in an emergency room and 1:28 end up with a “new chronic medical disease”. I ain’t
much at math but acquiring measles is logarithmically safer than an MMR vaccine, provides lifelong
immunity and a 66% lower lifetime risk of Hodgkin’s lymphoma as well as a 40% lower risk of nonHodgkin’s lymphoma!
VI people want to believe they are doing the right thing, usually they’re very self-righteous about it, as
people who live in fear tend to be. The actuality is they are the true guinea pigs of a system making
money out of the vaccines, the complications from them, and on your higher rate of chronic disease
and cancer too! That is why research is being suppressed. The degree of profit from vaccine and
vaccine injury is good for the bottom line.
Which is why we need a new approach to Vaccinology, as these fascinating injectable multi-drugs
have some benefits too!
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